Ventriculo-arterial interaction may be assessed by Oscillatory Power Fraction.
The rate of energy transfer from the left ventricle to the aorta is viewed in terms of mean power (MP) and total power (TP). The difference between MP and TP is due to the pulsatility of the circulation and is known as oscillatory power (OP). OP is considered the energy spent to accelerate the blood flow. The aim of this study was to investigate the baseline left ventricular oscillatory power fraction (OP/TP) and how this was affected by acute cardiovascular dysfunction and altered preload. Twenty-eight patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass graft surgery were included. Before administration of anaesthesia, we simultaneously recorded an arterial pressure curve and instantaneous cardiac outflow with pulsed wave Doppler. Postoperatively, prior to extubation, these measurements were repeated in neutral, Trendelenburg and reverse-Trendelenburg position. The final measurements were taken on the awake patient the day after the operation. TP is the mean of the instantaneous product of the flow and pressure curves. MP was calculated by multiplying mean arterial pressure with mean cardiac output. The oscillatory power fraction is therefore calculated as (TP-MP)/TP. The oscillatory power fraction in neutral position decreased from 23% preoperatively to 16% immediately postoperatively (P<0·001) and increased again to 19% the first postoperative day (P = 0·001). The oscillatory power fraction also increased from 16% in neutral to 19% in Trendelenburg (P = 0·001) and decreased comparing to neutral, to 14% in reverse-Trendelenburg (P = 0·04). The oscillatory power fraction is situation-dependent and is influenced by both the operation and the altered preload.